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Welcome to our latest Capita TI newsletter. This newsletter will give you an insight on customer projects that we 
have been involved in recently and covers broader matters becoming vitally important to businesses like yours, such 
as cyber security in the world of translation. 

Translation quality has always been a subject of much debate within the industry and how one should measure it.  In 
a unique perspective, we explore the issue of defining translation ‘quality’ and challenge our readers to agree or 
disagree with the premise of likening it to cooking a meal! It certainly made me think about quality in a different way. 

With more organisations trading internationally than ever before, the important issue of 
quick translations to meet short deadlines - without compromising quality - is looked at 
in our Telefonica case study. Plus, with much international commerce being driven via 
the web, we have also focused on website translation including a successful case study 
with Emirates. The potential threats to businesses, if the platforms we use to translate 
are not secure, are also explored in this newsletter. 
 
The common threads through all of our projects are speed, data security, accuracy and 
often the need to work in time zones globally to complete this work. Our commitment 
to these demands are enshrined in our FAST proposition for our customers: translation 
that is Fast, Accurate, Secure and available Twenty-Four-Seven. 

I hope you find this newsletter an interesting and handy resource.  We look forward to 
bringing you more news soon. 

Kevin Gordon,  
Managing Director, Capita Translation and Interpreting

www.capitatranslationinterpreting.com

Fast - We understand that in a fast moving, international industry where dynamic and urgent content is 
becoming the norm, the turnaround times for many projects can be very tight. Our worldwide network of linguists, 
combined with our innovative technologies and agile workflows ensures we are ideally placed to respond to the 
need for additional capacity in short time-frames.
 
Accurate - We use linguists that are experienced in specific sectors and in translating certain types of content, 
ensuring your message is accurately conveyed in your target language, protecting your brand from any PR or 
legislative nightmares.
 
Secure - We take privacy and confidentiality very seriously, and ensure that your Intellectual Property is 
protected at all times. All the documents we handle remain under strict privacy guidelines, compliant with our ISO 
27001 accreditation. Our clients trust us implicitly with their work and return to us time after time. 
 
Twenty-four-seven - We recognise that your staff are located worldwide, we understand that requirements 
may arrive at any time of the day, 365 days a year. Our 24 hour support team based in Manchester is supported by 
Project Managers in different regions.

O u r  v a l u e  p r o p o s i t i o n :F. A .S.T.
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Providing speedy translations for Telefonica 

Case Study

Cross-Capita partnerships are one 
of the best ways to provide
customers with bespoke solutions 
to improve their operations. 
A recent example of this level of 
collaboration was seen with 
Capita Customer Management 
and Capita TI.

The challenge

O2 required 130,000 words to be 
translated into Brazilian Portuguese 
for a technical document.
O2 needed an organisation that 
could translate their 
documentation within a very short 
time frame, and as the procurement 
team were working in parallel on the 
technical specifications; continuous 
communication with O2’s technical 
resources was essential. The files 
also required significant preparation 
before translation was even 
possible, and due to the sensitive 
nature of the files, data security was 
of paramount importance.

How Capita TI helped 

Capita TI quickly prepared all files 
within a secure environment and 
liaised with both O2 and the Capita 
Customer Management Team to 
assure a high level of service. 
Linguists with extensive 
experience in Technical Translations 
were sourced which assured 
translation quality, and our 24/7 
support team were able to work 
with specialist telecoms translators 
locally in Brazil. 

The result
 
It would normally take 52 days to 
translate 130,000 words however; 
Capita TI was able to return the 
completed translations to Telefonica 
within 7 working days!
 
The responsiveness, level of security 
and quality provided by Capita TI is 
why O2 continue to work closely 
with us today.

What Telefonica said:

“For us, speed 

really is of the 

essence and Capita 

TI were very good at 

providing translations 

in a short turnaround 

time. There is no 

doubt that we will be 

working with them a 

great deal more in the 

future.” 

Richard Lassiter,  
Product Marketing Manager,
Telefonica
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Quality Assurance 
 

A recipe for a quality translation?

Fresh quality produce from the local market

Stick as close as possible to
the recipe you’re following

There are so many 
critics to please...

Modify your recipe
to please your

diners

Cook with personality, flair and creativity

It’s best to involve your 
  other half in the
   early stages of
    preparation

Qualified and 
specialist native 

linguists
Involve the client

from the onset

Adhere to style guides
and glossaries

Customise
each job to
suit your audience

Each in-country
reviewer will have
their own opinion

Translate 
with style, flair
and innovation

1

2

3

4

5

6

Do you agree with our premise? 
Let us know if you “Agree” or “Disagree”

Tweet us with the hashtag #QAYes or #QANo
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Capita’s answer to Secure Machine Translation

Capita TI’s IT and Operations  
Director, Mike Reed, talks to us 
about the importance of secure 
localisation management in  
today’s unsecure cyber arena…

2014 was branded by some as the 
‘year of the hack’, when some  
significant breaches of cyber  
security resulted in high profile  
international headlines. Which 
got me thinking: as guardians of 
customer data – how effective is the 
language industry when it comes to  
cyber security? My findings…we’re 
falling short of other industries…

So who’s to blame for the industry 
lagging behind in terms of its 
security credentials? Answer: we all 
are. From individual linguists to 
language services providers (LSPs) 
– we all have to take some  
responsibility for the situation, and 
are all going to be involved in fixing 
it. And if you are a buyer of
language services, you have to play
your part as well. You have the  
ability to demand change; the  
industry has the ability to deliver it.

Our  MT engines can 
provide automated 
translation whilst keeping 
your data secure.

With the help of Machine  
Translation (MT) we have  
dramatically improved turnaround 
times for a large US-based  
manufacturing corporation. 
3.5 million words were translated 
using our MT platform, and our

Document types:  
Technical, Marketing

client experienced a 40% 
translation turnaround time saving 
and a 30% reduction in their costs. 
It is also important to this client 
that translations are 100% accurate 
to comply with the national 
legislation within the countries 
where the machinery is in operation. 
Of the four vendors used by this 
client, Capita TI has achieved the 
highest overall quality assessments 
in both 2014 and 2015 year to date 
– a recognition we are very proud of.

It should be the responsibility of all  
LSPs to ensure that all parties within 
their supply chain are security  
compliant. Translators, DTP  
suppliers, AV specialists – all need 
to understand the importance of 
information security and take  
appropriate steps to conform to  
documented standards. Similarly,  
LSPs should ensure their own in-
house information security  
standards – backed up by regular 
staff training sessions.

Thankfully, the past few years have 
seen a new breed of translation 
management systems, designed to 
address many of the security  
concerns described above. They 
negate the need for file transfers to 
linguists, meaning that all  
documents remain under the  
control of the LSP.

But what about free machine  
translation tools? Amongst highly 
regulated industries there is a 
growing unease around the use of
free machine translation sites. The 
trend is for such sites to be replaced

by private, bespoke machine 
translation solutions, thus ensuring 
minimal risks with confidential data 
loss.

The language industry, needs to 
wake up to the issues around cyber  
security and start putting controls in 
place that will help safeguard 
customer data.  While more  
regulated industries have embraced 
change, only a few key language 
service providers, such as Capita 
TI, appear to have made headway 
in this area, offering the kinds of 
assurance that an increasing number 
of our customers now demand.

Why your business shouldn’t risk it... 
 

Secure Localisation Management

Mike Reed, 
IT and Operations Director,  
Capita Translation and Interpreting
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Capita TI helps Emirates to reach dizzying heights 
 

Case Study

Emirates has over 15,000 cabin 
crew from more than 135  
nationalities, who speak over 55 
different languages, and then 
there is also their global customer 
base.

Capita TI has been carrying out the 
Brazilian Portuguese translations for 
the Emirates website since 2009, 
and during that time have translated 
2.8million words.

The challenge 

Emirates needed to localise their 
website into multiple languages. In 
order to ensure consistency across 
languages, Emirates implemented 
an online translation platform where 
linguists could log in and work using 
cloud-based resources. Vendors 
therefore had to be adaptable in 
their approach and allow their 
linguists to work directly using this 
system.

How Capita TI helped 

Our consistent application of best 
practice processes and proactive 
communication ensured that both 
delivery and quality SLAs have been 
continuously met. This has included 
regular calls to review KPI results, 
discuss potential improvements and 
identify any issues. We also ensured 
high quality translations by sourcing 
fully qualified native-speaking  
linguists with a proven track record 
of delivering premium website  
localisation. 

The result
 
The Emirates website is now fully 
localised into Brazilian Portuguese, 
and the consistently high quality of 
translations has allowed Brazilian 
customers to visit, explore and use 
the website more easily. The  
Emirates team can focus on their 
core tasks in the knowledge that we 
will always deliver the requested  
translations on time and to the 
highest quality.

What Emirates said:

“Capita TI delivers 
consistent high quality 
and excellent customer 
service. This has meant 
that we have always 
been able to have  
complete confidence in 
the quality of our  
Brazilian Portuguese 
website, and we have 
seen an increase in 
visitor numbers across 
the board.”
 
Talgatbek Mendibaev,  
Digital Account Specialist, Emirates
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We care what people say

“The way we work has been tailored to what suits us rather than necessarily 
just buying what suits Capita, and that’s a big advantage and certainly 
something that I would recommend.”
Norman Turner, Product and Operations Director, Holiday Taxis

“Since working with Capita we have become a real global business. We can act 
everywhere knowing we have a strong partner to support our communications 
and marketing operations.”
Jesus Martinez, Head of Marketing, Lantek

“Capita TI always responds to our requests promptly with high efficiency. We 
can always rely on Capita TI to provide professional opinions to help us 
improve translation consistency and save costs.” 
Xiaofang Guo, Localization Coordinator, BOTI

“Capita TI deliver quickly and efficiently. Through using localisation and by 
working with Capita, we were able to double our online sales.”
Sara Trenchman, Head of Marketing, Optimum Nutrition

We’re in the top 20 global LSPs

The Common Sense Advisory 
(CSA) is an independent market 
research company based in the 
USA that helps companies to grow 
their international businesses, and 
gain access to new markets and 
customers. 

In their 2015 report, Capita TI is 
ranked as the 20th largest LSP 
globally - up 2 places from 2014. 

The language services market is 
estimated to be worth US$38.16

billion in 2015 and is growing at an 
annual rate of 6.46%.

CSA’s most recent study of 2,407 
leading websites shows that the 
average site supports just 5.76
languages. 

The report also highlighted 
various trends and opportunities in 
the localisation industry, 
including Machine Translation, a 
shift to digital platforms and 
information security.
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1. It can raise your company’s profile - Do your  
competitors have their website in other 
languages? If yes, you are falling behind. If not, be 
the first within your industry to do so. 
 
2. It can increase the number of visitors to your  
website - 56% of people spend more time on sites 
in their own language than in English. This is 56% 
of your target audience who have already ruled 
you out because your website isn’t in their  
language.
 
3. It could increase the number of new 
customers - One of the software companies we 
work with, Lantek, saw a 25% increase in global 
business enquiries for new markets as a result of 
localising their website. 
 
4. It will increase the number of returning  
customers - 74% of customers are more likely 
to buy again if the after-sales care is in their own 
language.
 
5. It will increase sales figures - Localisation has 
proven to be a revenue driver, and so hopefully 
armed with the above facts, it will be a much  
easier decision to make in the future of your  
business.

Multilingual desktop publishing (DTP) is the  
process of ensuring that your documents are fit for  
purpose in all of your markets.  Why should you 
leave this job to the professionals?
 
1. Some of your graphics may be off-putting to 
your target audience - So your brochure includes 
a lovely photo of your staff with their thumbs up? 
Don’t even think about releasing this in Africa - 
this gesture is seen as the equivalent to raising 
your middle digit.
 
2. Do you know which fonts are appropriate in 
certain cultures? I bet you don’t have all foreign 
fonts installed on your PC do you? And even if you 
did, do you know which font people in Japan prefer 
to read? 
 
3. Do you know what looks good on a page?  
In English, maybe, but Chinese typesetting for 
example favours neatly aligned text, and the effect 
of white space on a page is important in this  
culture too. 

4. How do you format different characters and  
alphabets? In languages such as Thai that don’t  
generally have spaces between words, where do 
you break lines? This is referred to as  
line-wrapping, but lines must wrap at the end of a 
word, not mid-word. 
 
5. Do you have software to handle certain  
languages? In most design programs, Indian or 
Arabic text for example will not display correctly 
without specific software. Your translation could 
end up looking like gibberish in its target language, 
causing frustration amongst your customers and 
will then be a waste of money on your part.

5 ways your business can 
benefit from website 
localisation

5 reasons why multilingual  
DTP is essential for your 
business

TOP 
 5 BUSINESS TIPS 
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Website: 

In addition to the numerous events we are planning to attend this year, you can also find out lots more about us on 
our website, as well as a host of resources ranging from product guides to whitepapers, and from case studies to help 
guides, which are readily available to download from: 

www.capitatranslationinterpreting.com

Social Media: 

Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, Google+  
and YouTube and check out the latest news, insights, 
opportunities and industry leading content.

Our offices: 

For those of you who weren’t aware, we’ve recently 
opened an office in Maidenhead too. We now have 
offices in Manchester, London, Maidenhead and Poland.

Where can you find us?

Annual Customer Satisfaction Survey 
 

UK - Head Office
 
Riverside Court
Huddersfield Road
Delph, Oldham
Greater Manchester
OL3 5FZ UK

UK - Maidenhead
 
Kings Chase 
107-123 King Street 
Maidenhead 
SL6 1DP
UK 

Europe - Poland  
 
Capita (Polska) 
sp. zo.o, Centrum  
Biurowe Lubicz 1,ul.  
Lubicz 23,
31-503 Krakow

UK - London 
 
2nd Floor,  
Dean Bradley House
52 Horseferry Road 
London SW1P 2AF 
UK 

UK - Chippenham 
 
Methuen Park
Bath Road
Chippenham
SN14 0TW
UK

Twenty-four-seven service

At various events: 

• Global Legal ConfEx London, 9th September,
  The Law Society, Chancery Lane, London
• eCommerce Expo, 30th September - 1st October,
  London Olympia, stand 816 in Hall W
• CIPD Annual Conference and Exhibition, 4th - 5th 
  November, Manchester Central

We care what people say and 
earlier this year, we issued our 
annual Customer Satisfaction 
Survey to make sure we’re 
providing the best possible service 
to our customers, and to identify 
areas for improvement.

We would like to thank everyone 
who took the time to complete it 
- we summarised some of the key 
trends, statistics, facts and figures.

USA - Head Office

Bent Tree Tower II
16479 Dallas
Parkway,
Suit 140, Addison,
TX United States


